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The 2012 Calendar of Wooden Boats features 12 new images by Benjamin Mendlowitz, one of
America's premier marine photographers. Beautiful, classic boats in an elegant 12" by 24" wall
calendar format. Informative captions by Maynard Bray.

About the AuthorOur location in the Wisconsin northwoods helps keep Willow Creek Press off
the publishing world's radar. Around here, we're more accustomed to landing walleyes and
muskies than big books and authors - events hardly worthy of note in Publisher's Weekly. But, a
few years ago we did get noticed with the release of Just Labs, a unique and colorful tribute to
Labrador retrievers. The book quickly became a bestseller (now with 300,000 copies in print)
and frankly startled us with its success. We were not surprised for long, however, and now an
entire line of popular Willow Creek Press titles evokes the myriad joys of dog and cat ownership.
Today we are known for these high-quality, light-hearted books and feature over 40 such titles in
a continually-expanding line.
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Hopflower, “New Wooden Boats Calendar. Each year if I can find one, I buy my husband a
Wooden Boats calendar for his birthday, as he loves the look of the boats and is from the East
coast. Now that Amazon has made these calendars more readily available, I can order them
easily for him. He used to vacation in Maine, and it always brings back pleasant memories for
him; I guess that's the next best thing to having a boat of his own!The calendar never fails to
please and is a great offering every month of a different craft; each well-made and well-
photographed. There is plenty of space to write down appointments and memorable dates as
well.For an arm chair sail, Wooden Boats calendars are highly recommended.”

E, “Wonderful addition to my office.. This was the perfect addition for my home office. It fits
seamlessly into the decor. I also love to look at the beautiful boats. In fact, some of the pictures I
loved so much I cut them out and had them matted, framed, and hung on the wall beside the
calendar for 2013.”

Marcia P Smith, “Happy New Year with a Splash. We've purchased a Wooden Boat calendar for
the past 28 years. It's a bit of a Holiday tradition - the unveiling of the Wooden Boat calendar on
New Year's Day!”

dmg1, “Classic enduring images. I've had the Calendar of Wooden Boats since the mid-eighties
and I'm always pleased by the images. This year is no exception. I would suggest some more
pictures of little boats but Mendlowitz more than makes up for that lapse by omitting cabin
interiors this year.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nice!. Gorgeous boats. Given as gift & recipient refused to write in
calendar to preserve pictures. Kinda funny...”

Sheila, “Pretty boats. Every christmas I buy a new Wooden Boats calendar for my husband. He
is a boat builder and we both love the photographs.”

Patti Petty, “Beautiful. My husband builds wooden boats, so this was a perfect gift. He enjoys
seeing the variety of beautiful boats hanging in his "boatshop."”

Erik K, “Beautiful Pictures. I love these calendars. The pictures are amazing. Amazon is also
much cheaper than buying directly.”

The book by Thaneeya McArdle has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 16 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 320 pages
Item Weight: 11 ounces
Dimensions: 11.75 x 0.25 x 11.5 inches
Lexile measure: 1210L
Calendar: 28 pages
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